NEWS RELEASE
Casa Systems Recognized as “Hot Tech Innovator” by ABI Research
Casa’s virtualized ultra-broadband edge platform and small cell mobility offerings
identified as key solutions for the deployment of 5G and the ultra broadband era
ANDOVER, Mass., July 12, 2016 – Casa Systems, a worldwide leader in nextgeneration ultra-broadband access technology, has been named by ABI Research as a
2016 “Hot Tech Innovator” for its suite of mobility solutions – Axyom™, its virtualized
ultra-broadband edge platform, and Apex, its multi-standard, low-power small cell
solution. The report recognizes young and agile companies at the forefront of the next
wave of technology innovation.
Casa Systems’ Axyom provides all of the access and core network functions service
providers need to enable a variety of ultra-broadband mobile and Wi-Fi services.
Deployable on-premise, at the network edge or at a centralized location, Axyom
features a suite of virtual network functions designed to help providers simplify their
access networks with a single software platform that provides security, management
tools and the ability to provide end users with the highest quality experience. Casa’s
small cell solution, Apex, integrates 3G and LTE access with virtualized security
and HNB/HeNB gateways, SON, HMS/HeMS and backhaul to deliver a high
performance, highly secure heterogeneous network.
In the report, ABI Research states, “The combination of Axyom and Apex and these
systems’ ability to connect to Ethernet or DOCSIS for backhaul means that they will
have immediate appeal to MNOs and MSOs entering the in-building wireless market. As
a Tier 1 supplier, Casa leveraged its expertise in carrier-grade cable access to deliver
these solutions. Early success in interoperability trials and pick-up by the MNO/MSO
community will be among the keys to their success.”
“While it is easy to spot the tech companies that cause disruption, the true
transformative trends and companies driving those changes are harder to see,” says
Stuart Carlaw, managing partner and chief research officer at ABI Research. “Our
analysts identified the companies that should be on the radar of all market observers.
They should be considered pioneers, market makers, threats, disruptors, acquisition
targets and transformation agents. Fundamentally, they represent some of the brightest
value creators operating today.”

“We are honored to be recognized by ABI Research and included among other market
disrupters at the forefront of technology innovation today,” said Jerry Guo, CEO, Casa
Systems. “This recognition underscores the interest we’re seeing from service providers
who are looking to optimize the performance of their wireless access networks and
deliver new revenue streams today while laying the foundation to meet the demands of
the 5G era.”
Supporting resources:
•
•
•

Axyom Solution Brief: http://www.casa-systems.com/assets/Casa-SolutionBrief-Axyom.pdf
Small Cell Solutions Brief: http://www.casa-systems.com/assets/CasaSolution-Brief-Small-Cell.pdf
Apex Multi-Standard Small Cell Technical Specification: http://www.casasystems.com/assets/Casa-Tech-Spec-Multi-Standard-Small-Cell.pdf

To obtain a copy of the Hot Tech Innovators 2016 report, visit the ABI Research web
site.
About Casa Systems, Inc.
Casa Systems has defined a new category of software-centric Ultra Broadband network
edge devices that allow cable and mobile service providers to intelligently and costeffectively scale their networks to meet gigabit demands today. Based on disruptive
technologies to target the growing market opportunity in interactive digital video and
broadband IP services, Casa Systems provides market-leading, DOCSIS® 3.1-enabled
CCAP and CMTS products, universal EdgeQAM and intelligent video processing
solutions for broadcast and unicast services, managed Wi-Fi solutions as well as the
Apex multi-standard small cell and Axyom mobile edge computing platform.
#UltraBroadband #GigabitSpeeds #DOCSIS3.1 For more information, please visit us at
http://www.casa-systems.com.
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